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See an Excerpt from the 3rd chapter of the book, on The Warm-Up

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax:
Price with discount: $14.45
Salesprice with discount:
Sales price: $14.45
Sales price without tax: $14.45
Discount:
Tax amount:

Ask a question about this product

Description

A little excerpt from the 3rd chapter of "The Holy G-rail"
Price includes $4 shipping

"The Warm-UP"
One should not expect the G-Spot orgasm to be within the realm of quickies - at least not the first time attempting to give or receive it. By all
means, try it. You never know, the act itself might provoke a quicker and even a more powerful release. To find the G-Spot takes only moments.
To release it takes a passionate warm-up and communication. We all need a little love and compassion; sensual touches, kisses all over the
body, face and neck, even the toes. Playing your favorite music, and lighting a few candles can be a fine way to start. This will create a relaxed
atmosphere. After that, use your hands and fingernails to lightly stroke her back from behind. Rub the neck, gently kiss her arm, and move on
down to the small of her back.It will turn up the heat for the both of you. Passion is a wondrous thing. To give is to receive.

“The Holy G-rail” © 2006
(Check out the Limited Edition for another excerpt.)
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You can also buy this book on Amazon.com
Also if you are in the Colorado area you can Purchase it at the Tattered Cover Book Stores.

Specs.
Paperback: 81 pages
Publisher: BookSurge Publishing (Dec. 29, 2006)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 141965876X ISBN-13: 978-1419658761
Buy this book on

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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